
multiple Free Text Question
Posted by airs - 2016/09/30 10:21
_____________________________________

Hello,



I am using Free "multiple Free Text Question" option for fill in the blanks but it is asking correct question and it has not
any option to select right question.

Please let me know check screen shot.



http://prntscr.com/co3z5i

Thanks

============================================================================

Re:multiple Free Text Question
Posted by admin - 2016/09/30 10:58
_____________________________________

Hello,

Read text in "Note" section please, it is described how to use this question type. It is necessary to specify a placeholder
in "Placeholder" parameter and then use it in question text. For example if enter txt1  placeholder, use  code in question
text. It will be replaced with input box on frontend. 

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:multiple Free Text Question
Posted by airs - 2016/10/03 09:32
_____________________________________

Please let me know how i can add these type of fill in the blanks


150.	From the list of most 5 popular video sites pularity by placing numbers 1-5 (for example 1=Most Popular and 5=least
popular amongst the top 5):

A.	Hulu                     _______     
B.	iTunes                  _______            
C.	Yahoo                  _______        
D.	Bing                     _______      
E.	Youtube              ________         


Answer 
A.  2
B.  4
C.  5
D.  3
E.   1

============================================================================

Re:multiple Free Text Question
Posted by admin - 2016/10/03 11:01
_____________________________________

ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 5 May, 2024, 18:59



Hello,

If you want to provide ability to select several answers then use "Multiple Summing Question" question type. 

If users should select only one answer then use "Single Question" question type, set "Score" parameter to 5 and mark
"C" answer as correct, for "A" answer populate "%" parameter with 40 value, for "B" with 80%, "D" with 60 and for "E"
with 20 value.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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